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In an experiment carried out at the CERN Proton Synchrotron and using the CERN polarized
deuteron target, the reaction K+n I —+E+m p was measured in the regiori —t =0.1 —1.0 (GeV/c)
and m (K++ )=0.812—0.972 GeV at incident momenta of 5.98 and 11.8 GeV/c. The experiment
yields the m and t dependence of 14 linearly independent spin-density-matrix elements describing
the coherent production of K++ states with dimeson spins J=0 and J=1. This first measure-
ment of the KX~KmX reaction on a polarized target enables us to study experimentally pion pro-
duction on the level of production amplitudes. Although the mass dependence of partial cross sec-
tions averaged over nucleon spins is smooth, we observe large and systematic structures in the
moduli squared of individual nucleon transversity amplitudes which reveal an unexpected but essen-
tial role of nucleon spin in the pion production process. Our polarization data suggest the possibility
of a new state I=

2
0++(860) with a width of 20—40 MeV. At present we consider this conclusion

as only tentative. The predictions of the additive quark model relating K+n~~K p and

p ~p ~h++n are well satisfied at 6 GeV/c. Our results emphasize the need for a systematic study of
single-pion production in a new generation of dedicated experiments with spin at the recently pro-
posed high-intensity hadron facilities.

was measured with polarized proton beam momenta
ranging from 1.2—2.0 GeV/c (Ref. 21) and 3.0—12.0
GeV/c (Refs. 22 and 23), and the reaction
p&p~pn. +n. p was studied at 11.75 GeV/c (Ref. 24).
Low-energy experiments on ntp~ppm are in progress
at SATURNE II (Saclay) (Ref. 25) and at TRIUMF (Ref.
26). At SLAC, the reaction ytp~n+m mmp was stud-.
ied at 20 GeV/c using a polarized photon beam.

The previous measurements of K+n ~K+m p on un-
polarized targets covered the energy region from 0.7 to
12.0 GeV/c (Refs. 28 and 29). The E+m production
was found dominated by S- and P-wave K+~ states for
dimeson masses m (K+m ) ~1000 MeV. These experi-
ments measured, in addition to the cross section
d cr /(dm dt), five unpolarized spin-density-matrix
(SDM) elements as a function of invariant mass m and
momentum transfer squared t. Comparisons with the
line reversed reaction K p ~K m n revealed violation
of exchange degeneracy for isovector exchanges.

Extrapolations of the EN~KmX data into the un-

physical region of t were used to perform phase-shift
analyses of Km-~Km reactions ' extending to other
channels similar work on n.n. +m.~ (Refs. 31—34—). These
studies relied on several necessary technical assumptions.
Since only the s-channel unnatural-exchange nucleon-
helicity-Hip amplitudes should be extrapolated to the
pion pole, a crucial assumption required that either all
unnatural-exchange s-channel nucleon-helicity-nonAip
amplitudes vanish,

I. INTRODUCTION

n;=0,

This first study of the reaction K+n& ~K+m p on
transversely polarized quasifree neutrons was carried out
at the CERN Proton Synchrotron (PS) using the CERN
polarized deuteron target. The experimental apparatus'
was designed primarily for the measurement of polariza-
tion in K+n ~E~p (Refs. 2—5) but the data acquisition
was triggered also on several other channels with incident
kaons arid pions at pi, b =5.98 and 11.85 GeV/c. The
data for K+n ~E+m p cover the region of four-
momentum transfer squared t from 0.1 to 1.0 (—GeV/c)
and of the (K+n ) invariant mass m from 0.812 to 0.972
GeV. In this region the reaction proceeds predominantly
by K +n ~K '( 892 )p. The data analysis uses 12 000
events at 5.98 GeV/c and 2000 events at 11.85 GeV/c.
Preliminary results were published earlier. ' ' Numeri-
cal results are available in the form of tables' or can be
accessed in the particle data bases at Berkeley or Ruther-
ford Laboratory. Amplitude analysis' based on this ex-
periment and its use in new tests of additive quark mod-
el' will be pubhshed elsewhere.

Our experiment adds to the short list of the first-
generation measurements of meson production on
polarized targets: the Saclay measurement of

np~m+vr at 5.98 and 11.85 GeV/c (Ref. 7 and 14);
the CERN-Munich-Cracow measurement at 17.2 GeV/c
of the reactions m p &

~~ m. +n (Refs. 16 and 17),
m. p&~E K+n, ' and n. p&~nm+m p (Re.f. 1.9); and
the Serpukhov measurement of m. p &

~m. m. n at 40
GeV/c (Ref. 20). At Argonne, the reaction p&p~pm+n.
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or each unnatural-exchange s-channel nucleon-helicity-
noriflip amplitude is directly proportional to the associat-
ed flip amplitude:

where c =c (m, t) is a common function of m and t. Both
assumptions lead to simple predictions for the spin-
dependent observables which measure the interference
between the nucleon-helicity-nonflip and -flip amplitudes.
These predictions are testable in experiments with trans-
versely polarized targets.

Our experiment confirms the S- and P-wave dominance
of the It.'+rr production for m (K+m ) ~ 950 MeV and
measures 14 SDM elements in both s- and t-channel heli-
city frames. The results for five unpolarized SDM ele-
ments agree with the previous measurements. The nine
new spin-dependent observables reveal eviderice for non-
trivial nucleon helicity nonflip amplitudes ("A,-Z" ex-
change). This observation is in agreement with measure-
ments of m.N~m+m. N on polarized targets which also
observe nontrivial helicity-nonflip amplitudes and A, -

exchange signal. ' Our data contradict the predictions
for polarized SDM elements based on the assumptions
(1.1) and (1.2) used previously in the studies of meson-
meson scattering. The measured polarized SDM ele-
ments provide the first experimental information on pion
production by kaons on the level of production ampli-
tudes. The results reveal the important and complex role
of nucleon spin in the pion production process.

Our paper is organized in six sections. The kinematics,
observables, and amplitudes are introduced in Sec. II
with a short overview of some of their properties. The
experiment and data analysis are described in Secs. III
and IV, respectively. Our results are described arid dis-
cussed in Sec. V. Section VI closes the paper with a sum-
mary of results and a discussion of the outlook for a new
generatiori of experiments with spin at the recently pro-
posed high-intensity hadron facilities. The Appendix de-
scribes the conventions used in the definition of nucleon
transversity amplitudes.

II. KINEMATICS, OBSERVABLES, AND AMPLITUDES

A. Kinematics

The kinematical variables used to describe the dimeson
production on a polarized nucleon target at rest are
( ts, m, 8p, ,11)5(Refs. 36 and 37) where s is the c.m. -
system (c.m. s) energy squared, t is the four-momentum
transfer squared, and m is the E+m invariant mass.
The angles (y, 8) describe the direction of the K+ in the
K+~ rest frame. The angles (11,5) describe the direc-
tion of target nucleon polarization in the target nucleon
rest frame. The angle g is the angle between the direc-
tion of target transverse polarization and the normal to
the production plane (Fig. 1). Our analysis is carried out
in both the s- and the t-channel helicity frames for the
E+m dimeson system. The helicities of the initial and
final nucleons are always defined in the s-channel helicity
frame.

Dimeson rest frame

FIG. 1. Definition of the coordinate systems used to describe
the target polarization P and the decay of the dimeson K++
system.

B. Observables

When the polarization of the recoil nucleon is not ob-
served, the angular distribution I (8,y, $,5 ) of IC +rr

production on polarized nucleons at rest can be expressed
in terms of the normalized distribution W(8, y, g, 5):

I(8, rp, g, 5)= W(8, rp, g, 5)d o l(dt dm),

where

(2.1)

d c7 = JI(8,rp, g, 5)dQdgd( —sin5)
dt dm

(2.2)

+PTsing W„(8,y)+PL W, (8,y), (2.3}

where Pz-=P cos5 and PL =P sin5 are the transverse and
longitudinal components of target polarization P with
respect to the incident momentum (Fig. 1). The simple
cosg, cos5,sin5 dependence is due to spin —,

' of the target
nucleon. ' Parity conservation requires that Wo and
W ( W„and W, ) be symmetric (antisymmetric} in y
(Refs. 38 and 43).

In the data analysis of K++ angular distribution, it is
convenient to use expansions of the angular distribution
into spherical harmonics. In the usual notation

Wo(Q)= g t~Re Y~(Q),
LrM

W (Q)= g pMRe YM(Q),
L, M

W (Q)= g rMImY~(Q), W, (Q)= g qualm YM(Q) .

(2.4)

L, M L, M

The expansion coefticients t,p, r, q are called multipole pa-
rameters. They are simply related to the momenta of an-
gu1ar distribution:

is the K+~ production cross section at fixed values of s,
t, and m. The distribution W(8, y, g, 5) can be writ-
ten as a sum of four terms:

W(8, rp, f, 5)= Wo(8, rp)+Prcosg W~(8, rp)
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M M( M)

f I(0,$,5)Re YM(Q)d Q',
2m

pM =2EM ( cos5 cosg Re YM )

26M f I(Q, $,5)Re Y M(A)c os5 cos1( d Q',
2m

rM =4(cos5 sing Im YM )
(2.5)

and the synlbol

' 1/2
(2J + 1)(2J'+ 1)'—

( 1)2.
M A, A, 4~(2L, +1)

x (JJ'00IL.O)(JJ'u, 'ILM) .

(2.10a)

(2.10b)

f I(0,$, 5)Im YM(Q)cos5 sin1(d 0',4
2m

qM =4( sin5 Im YM )

f I(A, $, 5)lm YM(Q)sin5d0',
2m

where d 0' =d 0 d 1t/d ( —sin5). In (2.5), eM = 1 for M=0
and aM=2 for M&0. Integrated over the solid angles
(0, 1p), the distribution (2.1) becomes

0'
I($,5)=(1+APTcosg)

dm dt
(2.6)

where A = A (s, t, m)=(4n)' /po is the polarized-target
asymmetry analogous to the polarization paranleter mea-
sured in two-body reactions.

The utility of angular expansions (2.4) in data analyses
of pion production is based on the assumption that the
truncation of the series at some L =L,„ is uniformly
good for all solid angles 0= (O, q1) at given values of s, m,
and t. In practice, a stronger assumption is often used:
the truncation is uniformly good also for all s and t at
given value of m. In this case L „is a step function of
m only.

The K+m system is not produced, in general, in a
state of definite spin and parity. The polarization of the
K++ system is described by spin-density matrix with
complex matrix elements p&&., where J,J' and A, , A.

' are the
dimeson spins and helicities, respectively. Omitting
the indices J,J', A, , l.' for clarity, the SDM elements p&&
for the K+m production on polarized target have a gen-
eral form

p=p +PTcos11/p +PTsingp" +PL p' . (2.7)

The components of angular distribution, Wk (8, q&), k
=O,y, x,z, can be expressed in terms of the matrix ele-
ments of the corresponding component p of the SDM
elements4'4'

IV„(Q)= g g p"'. Y' (Q)Y ."(0) . (2.8)

(2.9)

where the summing is constrained by

Using the Hermiticity of SDM elements, parity conserva-
tion, and properties of spherical harmonics, the nlultipole
parameters (2.5) can be related to the SDM elements
(2.7). For the parameters tM we have '

Analogous relations hold between p~, r~, qM and the
SDM elements Re(p&'2 ), Im(pzz ), Im(pzz. ), respec-
tively. Assuming parity conservation, the SDM elements
Im(p ), Im(p"), Re(p'), Re(p'), are not directly observ-
able in experiments which do not measure recoil nucleon
polarization.

When the K+m dimeson system is produced only in
the spin states with J=O (S wave) and J= 1 (P wave), the
relations between the multipole parameters and the ob-
servable SDM elements beconle particularly simple. For
clarity we will omit the superscripts JJ' and the super-
script k=0. The relations for tM and r~ read

to=%(p„+poo+2p 1), to=2K Repo, ,

=(—', )' ~K(p —p„), t,' =4K Rep„, (2.1 1)

t2 (
4s )1/2' Re t2 (

24 )1/2~p

r', = V32E Imp—1, ,

r =('4)' E Im1 mp1p, (2.12)

r2 +( 24 )1/2~ I x
2 5 mI 1 —1 ~

where E = I /(4m )' . The helicity A, of the K+m sys-
tem is A, =s and k= —1,0,+1 for 5 wave and P wave, re-
spectively. The relations for the pM and q~ in terms of
the SDM elements Re(p&'z ) and Im(pzz ) are analogous
to the Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12), respectively.

When the K+m. system is produced also in spin states
with J~ 2, the relations between multipole parameters
and SDM elements become an undetermined set of linear
equations for SDM elements. Explicit formulas for t~
are given in Ref. 45 up to J=2 (D wave) and in Ref. 46
up to J=3 (F wave). Positivity and rank conditions,
and nonlinear relations of La France-Winternitz type
provide additional constraints on SDM elements. A pos-
sible general method of solving the equations for SDM
elements is discussed in Ref. 53.

This experiment does not measure W', (0) since the
longitudinal component of polarization PL =0. The Fer-
mi motion of the target neutron in the laboratory system
introduces only a small correction to the e6'ective neutron
polarization (Sec. III). Assuming S- and P-wave domi-
nance, the explicit form of the K+ angular distribution in
terms of the K++ SDM elements reads
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4~+'(0, p, g)~, , = ((p„+poo+2p»)+(poo —p, , )[3cos (0)—1]—p, ,3sin (0)cos(2y)
—Rep, O3&2 sin(20)cos(y)+ Repo, 2&3 cos(0) —Rep„2&6 sin(0)cos(y) }

+PTcosgI (p„+poo+2pii)+(poo pi —i)[3 cos (0)—1]
—p, , 3 sin (0)cos(2y) —Rep",o3&2 sin(20)cos(y)

+Repo, 2v'3 cos(0) —Rep"„2+6 sin(0)cos(y) I

+PTsing[lmpi, 3 sin (0)sin(2y)+Impio3&2 sin(20)sin(p)

+Imp'„2&6 sin(0)sin(y) ] . (2.13)

There are two linear relations among the matrix elements
in (2.13):

0—]+ 0+ ]+.
2 2

0~0+,0+ =So

pss poo+ 2P11

p +poo+2pii= A,

(2.14a)

(2.14b)

O--'+ 1-~+:
2 2

+~0+,0—=S
1

0+,0+ ~0
1Ho+, o- =L1

(2.17)

where A is the polarized target asymmetry.
For reasons of brevity we shall write the expression

(2.13) in a simplified form

15

4m W'(0, y, g) =1+ g a, C, (P) Y, (0,y),
l —2

(2.15)

where the coefficients

1 for E=2, . . . , 6,
C; = . PTcosg for i =7, . . . , 12,

PTsing for i =13,14, 15 .

The parameters a;, i =2, . . . , 15 are the combinations of
normalized spin-density-matrix elements in Eq. (2.13)
that are to be determined by the experiment.

No+ Uo
H+1+ 0+7

N1+ U1
H+1+ 0—

1

So+iS1S= So —iS1S=

At large s, the amplitude No and N1 are dominated by
natural exchanges "A2-p." The amplitudes S„,L„, U„,
n=0, 1 are dominated by unnatural exchanges: "Ai-Z"
for n=p and "m-B" for n=1. The "Z" and "B"are iso-
vector J =2 and 1+ t-channel exchanges, respec-
tively. The index n =

~A, „—A~ ~
is nucleon helicity fiip.

The observables obtained in experiments on transverse-
ly polarized nucleon target in which recoil nucleon polar-
ization is not observed are most simply related to nucleon
transversity amplitudes (NTA) of definite naturality. For
the S and P waves they are defined as

C. Amplitudes

The reaction E+n~K+m. p is described by produc-
tion amplitudes H& 0& (s, t, m, 0,y) where A, and A,„are

p' n

the helicities of the proton and neutron, respectively.
The production amplitudes can be expressed in terms of
production amplitudes corresponding to definite dimeson
spin J using an angular expansion

Lo+ lI
1L= Lo —iL1L=

U= Uo+i U,
v'2

Uo —iU,U=

No —iN1 No+ iN1N= —,N=

(2.18)

Xd&o(0)e' ", (2.16)

where J is the spin and A, the helicity of the (K+m )
dimeson system. The "partial-wave" amplitudes H &&

can be expressed in terms of nucleon helicity amplitudes
with definite t-channel-exchange naturality. The nucleon
s-channel helicity amplitudes describing the production
of the (K+n ) system in the S- and P wave states are-

In this case the measured observables form a closed set of
equations which allow a determination of moduli of NTA
and cosines of certain relative phases. ' ' ' '

The nucleon helicity and transversity amplitudes differ
in the quantization axis for .the nucleon spin. ' The
transversity amplitudes S,L, U, N (S,L, U, N) describe
production of the dimeson state with the recoil nucleon
spin antiparallel or "down" (parallel or "up") to the nor-
mal n of the production plane (defined by the Basel con-
vention). Using the symbols 1 and 1 for the nucleon
transversities up and down, respectively, the following
table shows the spin states of target neutrons and recoil
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protons and the dimeson helicities corresponding to the
transversity amplitudes (2.18):

S,L,

S,L
U
U

N

0
0

+1 or —1

+1 or —1

+1 or —1

+1 or —1

(2.19)

D. Observables in terms of amplitudes

Parity conservation requires that in the transversity
frame the dimeson production with helicities A, =+1 de-
pends only on the transversities of the initial and final nu-
cleons. The amplitudes U, U, N, N do not distinguish be-
tween the dimeson helicity states with A, =+1 or —1.
Also, the dimeson production with helicity A, =O is for-
bidden by parity conservation when the initial and 6nal
nucleons have the same transversities.

Our convention for transversity amplitudes is discussed
in the Appendix.

2RepioX Im( UoLi UiLo )

&2Repi, X=1m(Uos*, —U, so ),
Repo X=Im(LoSi LiSo ) ~

—Impi, X=1m(NoU*, +N, Uo ),
&2 ImpioX=Im(NoL i +N, Lo ),
&2 Impi, X=Im(Nosi +N, So ) .

(2.21c)

Only the polarization-dependent SDM elements measure
the nucleon helicity-Aip-nonAip interference. The observ-
ables (2.21b) and (2.21c) measure the interference between
the amplitudes of the same and opposite naturalities, re-
spectively.

To express the observables in terms of transversity am-
plitudes, it is convenient to work with the sum and the
difFerence of SDM elements (2.21a) and (2.21b). Using
the notation of (2.14), the relations for the sums read

—'(1+ A)x=lsl + ILI + IUI + INI

—,
' [(p~—pi i )+(p~ —pi i)]x=2IL I' —

I
UI' —IN I',

Polarized SDM elements:

(p,", +poo+2pi, )X=21m(sos i+LoL i + Uo Ui +NoN*, ),

(poo
—pii)X=1m(2LoL i

—NoNi —UoU [ ),
p', , X =Im(N, N*, —U, U', ),

(2.21b)

To interpret the experimental results it is instructive to
express the measured observables in terms of both nu-
cleon helicity and recoil nucleon transversity amplitudes.
In our normalization, the integrated cross section (2.2) is

—,'(pi —i+pi —i » = IN I' —
I
UI'

1—(Rep, o+Rep", o)X =Re( UL *)
2

(2.22a)

d2
=lsl +lsl +ILI +ILI +IUI +IUI

dm dt

+ INI'+ INI' (2.20)

=
I Ul IL Icos(y ),

1—(Rep„+Rep'„)X =Re( US )

= IUIISlcos(y„), (2.22b)
With X—=d o /dm dt, the relations for SDM elements in
terms of helicity amplitudes read as follows.

Unpolarized SDM elements:

(p„+poo+2p„)x= y Is„I'+ IL„I'+ IU„I'+ IN„ I',
n =O, l

—,'(Repo, +Repo, )X=Re(LS*)

= ILIISlcos(y„) .

Similar equations relate the differences of the observables
to amplitudes of opposite transversity. For SDM ele-
ments (2.2lc) we have

(pm —p»)x= g IL. I' ——,'(IN. I'+IU. I'),
n =0, 1

p, ,x= g —,'(IN. I' —IU. I'),
n =0, 1

—Impi, X=Re(NU NU ), —

V2 Imp ioX =Re( NL * NL ' ), —

v'21mpi, X=Re(NS' NS') . —
(2.22c)

&2 Rep, oX= g Re( U„L„*),
n =0, 1

&2 Rep„X= g Re( U„S„*),
n =0, 1

Repo, X= g Re(L„S„') .
n =0, 1

(2.21a) The above equations (2.22b) and similar equations for the
differences provide information on cosines of relative
phases cosy and cosy'. Together with the equations
(2.22a) they enable a model-independent amplitude
analysis. '

In our experiment we have not measured d o /(dm dt).
Consequently, we work with normalized amplitudes cor-
responding to d /(odm dt) —= 1.
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I3 i + 3(Poo Pii) Pi i
= 1 I—,

39

(2.26c)

g(t) g(s) ~(t) ~(s)
n n ~ n n (2.23a)

In our experiment the nucleon helicities are defined in
the s-channel frame while the helicity of the K+m sys-
tem is defined either in the s- or the t-channel frame. The
rotation between the two coordinate systems gives

(2.26d)

Th e rotation between SDM elements leaves unchanged
quadratic invariants

L„'"=cosyL„"+sing U„",
U„'"= —sinyL )+cosy U" (2.24a)

Is t poo pii)+pi i1 +—(2&2Repio)

I~ =((Poo —pi»+pi-il'+(2&2«pio)'
(2.26e)

when n=0, 1 and y is the rotation (crossing) angle.
For transversity amplitudes we get

g(t) g(s) ~(t) &T(s)
LT (2.23b)

L'"=cosy L "+sing U",
U'"= —singL "+cosy U", (2.24b)

and similar relations for opposite transversity. The rota-
tion (2.23) leaves invariant. the combinations

IL,„I'+
I U„ I', ~ =0, 1

IL I'+
I
UI', lL I'+

I
UI' . (2.25)

Pss +Poo+ 2P i ~

I I Pss +Poo+ 2P11

I2 3l 1 (Poo Pii)i+pi-i

I2 =
—,'(~ —

(Poo
—Pii))+Pi-i

(2.26a)

(2.26b)

Data analysis can be tested for self-consistency by ex-
amining either the rotated SDM elements, or the helicity
frame invariants expressed directly in terms of the mea-
sured SDM elements. The frame invariants appear to be
more suitable tests.

Equations (2.23) and (2.24) lead to linear frame invari-
ants

and linear invarianis

I6 = Imp io, I6 = Impio (2.26f)

III. THE EXPERIMENT

The experiment was carried out at the CERN Proton
ynchrotron. The CERN polarized-target group had

achieved more than 40 jo deuteron polarization in deu-
terated propanediol. This development opened the os-
sibility to study interactions on polarized neutrons. We

's frozen spin target to measure several in-
teractions with nucleon charge exchan e 'th '

kon' ' nge, wi inci ent
kaon and pion beams at p&,b=5.98 and 11.85
GeV/c.

The lay out of the apparatus at 5.98 GeV/c is shown in
Fig. 2. The beam, target, detectors, trigger logic, and
electronics are described in detail in Ref. 1. The data ac-
quisition, event reconstruction and selection, and the ac-
ceptance calculation are fully described in Ref. 7. The in-
cident X+ intensity at 5.9S GeV/c (11.S5 GeV/c) was
about 3.5X 10 4

27
ou . (2.2X10 ) particles per burst representi

(1.7%) of the total beam intensity. Three gas
Cherenkov threshold counters were used for beam parti-

Notice that Rep&o enters only in the quadratic invariants.
The invariants (2.25f) are useful when violations of P par-
ity are tested.

K+A K' X'

5,98 6
H5

C8
Cs CiO H&0

H11

K+ +9& &
H2

H&

C15
i

H15

l

C14
I

l p

I

I

I I

l

FIG. 2. The layout of the experiment at 5.98 GeV/c. 0&, . . . , » are tri erin hodosc
tional chambers' M and M are the tar et d2 arge an spectrometer magnets, respectively.
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cle identification. The K++ pair was detected in the
forward spectrometer, and the proton in one of the recoil
arms (Fig. 2). The measurement of angle and momentum
of the recoil proton is important not only for event recon-
struction and selection but also for calculating the
effective neutron target polarization. The Fermi momen-
turn of the target neutron was recoristructed using a one-
constraint fit. No particle identification was used on the
outgoing particles. The fit with hypothesis
K+n~K+m p was sufficient to suppress events with
wrong mass assignment. The experimental resolution in t
and m was approximately At =+0.015 (GeV/c) and
b m=10 MeV.

The event reconstruction and selection resulted in
12000 events at 5.98 GeV/c and 2000 events at 11.85
GeV/c. This ratio reflects mainly the energy dependence
of the K++ production cross section. Figure 3 shows
the mass and t dependence of the observed number of
events. The figure shows that at both energies the reac-
tion proceeds predominantly via E+n~l(. (892)p. The
Dalitz plot of m (K+n)vs .m (m. p) reveals only a negli-
gible b;(1236) signal.

The effective neutron target polarization is obtained
from the deuteron polarization by taking into account (1)

I I

the Fermi motion of neutrons and the D-state component
of the deuteron wave function, and (2) the probability
that the event belongs to the unpolarized background. In
the neutron rest frame of each event u we calculate the
effective magnitude of the transverse target polarization
PT (a). The longitudinal polarization PL (a) is found to
be too small to be useful for determination of longitudinal
SDM elements. The method is described in detail in Ref.
7.

The acceptance in four-momentum transfer squared t
covered the region t =—0. 1 —l. 5 (GeV/c) at both ener-
gies. The lower limit corresponds to the minimum ener-

gy for the proton to be detected and measured. The
upper limit results from the aperture of the forward spec-
trometer. The cross section and acceptance limits the
analysis to t =—0. 1 —1.0 (GeV/c) [Fig. 4(a)]. The ac-
ceptance in the dimeson invariant mass ranged from
threshold to 1500 MeV with sufticient statistics up to 975
MeV [Fig. 4(b)]. The distribution in the angle f was lim-
ited to 5g =+30', around g =0 and w by the acceptance
of the recoil arms. Consequently, the observables de-
pending on the transverse component of target polariza-
tion in the production plane are obtained with less pre-
cision. The calculation of acceptance is described in Ref.
7.

The estimate of acceptance corrected cross sections is
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I = 0.842 — 0.942 GeV
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FICx. 3. The raw K++ mass spectra at 5.98 (solid) and 11.85
CieV/c (dashed) uncorrected for acceptance. (a) The t depen-
dence for dimeson mass interval m =842-942 MeV. (b) The m
dependence for the interval of four-momentum transfer squared
—t =0.2—0.4 (GeV/c) .
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FIG. 4. The t dependence (a) and the mass dependence (b) of
geometrical acceptance integrated over the true angular distri-
bution in 8, qr, and Q at 5.98 and 11.85 CyeV/c.
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ing into account the acceptance of the apparatus and the
relative normalization of successive runs with opposite
signs of target polarization, is described in Ref. 7 for
~+n

&
~m+m p but it also applies to the data analysis of

K+n&~K+m p. Since the data acquisition was simul-
taneous for both channels, the tests of stability for detec-
tion and reconstruction efficiencies, absolute momentum
calibration of beam and forward spectrometer described
in Ref. 7 are equally valid for the K+n

&

—K++ p data.
A limited study of sensitivity of our results to uncertain-
ties in the acceptance integrals is described below.

Several consistency tests were carried out using the S-
and P-wave approximation for the angular distribution
W(8, y, g) with unremarkable results. However, two spe-
cial tests were performed at 5.98 GeV/c allowing for ad-
ditional terms in the expansion for W(0, y, g).

(1) To search for parity-violating effects we added six
terms proportional to imaginary parts of P„,p, 0,p, , and

1s &P10&P1—1'

(2) To search for D-wave effects we added six terms of
higher order in 0 proportional to linear combinations of
interference terms between the dominating P- and D-
wave amplitudes with dimeson helicities 0 or 1.

The results of these-two tests deserve further comment.
The t dependence of the parity-forbidden imaginary

parts in the K* mass region is shown in Fig. 6. The

FIG. 5. Approximate results for the t dependence and the I
dependence of the unpolarized cross section at 5.98 and 11.85
GeV/c. The units are arbitrary at both energies.

t channel m = 0.842 — 0.942 GeV

shown in Fig. 5. The relative normalization of difFerent
(t, m) bins was determined only approximately since it
does not enter our analysis in terms of normalized ob-
servables in each bin.

IV. DATA ANALYSIS

The aim of the experiment is to determine the average
values of normalized spin-density-matrix elements in
small regions of four-momentum transfer squared —t and
dimeson invariant mass m. All events within a
sufficiently small (t, m) bin are assumed to be produced
with the same angular distribution W( 8,y, P } (2.13).

In order to study both the t dependence and the m
dependence of the K+m. production amplitudes we have
analyzed the same data in different sets of (t, m) bins. At
5.98 GeV/c (11.85 GeV/c) the t dependence is given in 7
(5) bins ranging from 0.1 to 1.0 (GeV/c) and averaged
over (K+vr ) mass from 0.842 to 0.942 GeV. The m
dependence is given in 8 (4) bins ranging from 0.812 to
0 972 GeV and averaged over —t from 0 2 to 0 4
(GeV/c) . An additional set was used at 5.98 GeV/c cov-
ering the entire region in 21 bins (7 t bins X 3 m bins). All
of these results are presented in Tables IX to XIII of Ref.
14.

The method of maximum-likelihood function was used
to determine the parameters a&, . . . , a15 in the expres-
sion (2.15) from the accepted events in the bin (t, m). The
construction of the maximum-likelihood function L, tak-
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FIG. 6. Search for parity-violating e6ects. Parity-forbidden
imaginary parts of SDM elements in the t channel at 5.98
GeV/c as a function of —t in the I( * mass region
m =0.842 —0.942 GeV.
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nonzero values are generally small except in bins with
small statistics. Of the first 14 parameters, the
polarization-dependent ones shows greater change with
respect to the results of the standard S- and P-wave
analysis, in part&cular in bins with small statistics. ' Fig-
ure 7 shows the change in polarized target asymmetry A

which is the most aft'ected parameter.
The t dependence of the P-D interference terms in the

K * mass region is shown in Fig. 8. The polarization-
dependent P-D terms are generally larger than the
polarization-independent P-D terms. The polarization-
dependent parameters a 7, . . . , a» show again larger

change than the polarization-independent parameters

a2, . . . , a6, in particular in bins with small statistics. '

Figure 9 shows the change in polarized-target asymmetry
A where, again, the change is largest.

Similar tests in our analysis of m+n&~~+m p pro-
duced small values for parity-violating and P-D interfer-
ence terms, and only negligible changes in the first 14 pa-
rameters. ' However, in comparable t bins in the p
mass region, the statistics were larger by a factor of 3 to
6. We conclude that the apparent parity-violating and
P-D interference e8'ects both reAect low statistic& and sys-
tematic errors in the apparatus or data analys&s and do
not indicate significant parity violation or large D wave in
K+m. production below 950 MeV. In the rest of this pa-
per we will present and discuss only the results of the
standard S- and P-wave analysis.

The relatively low statistics of the experiment imposes
another limitation on our data analysis. The optimiza-
tion of the maximum-likelihood function I. should in
principle take into account the constraints on the SDM
elements imposed by positivity conditions and non-
linear relations of La France-Winternitz type. The hy-
pothesis of S- and P-wave dominance introduces addi-
tional constraints. Imposing constraints during optimiza-
tion involves methods of nonlinear programming, and
requires special optimization programs such as MlNos 5.0
developed at Stanford, or others, as well as special
treatment of error matrix. ' It is important to recognize

t c ha nnel m = 0.842 —0.942 GeV
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FIG. 8. Search for D-wave contributions. P- and D-wave in-

terference terms ig the t channel at 5.98 GeV/c as a function of
—t in the E* mass region I =0.842 —0.942 GeV.

that nonlinear relations between SDM elements are not
valid for bin-averaged observables in bins of large size.
Constrained analysis should be done in small (t, m) bins
and this requires very high statistics in the experiment
with acceptance calculations performed in the vicinity of
each event. We anticipate that such high statistics will be
achieved in the new generation of experiments at high-
intensity accelerators.

The presented results were obtained by standard un-

) oo + Pss + 2&i) — I oo+ ~ss+ P»"

()0 ()
———il ——————0

0 .2
t

.8 1.0
-1

0 .4 .6
—t t(GeV/c)2]

FIG. 7. Polarized-target asymmetry in the t channel at 5.98
GeV/e. Comparison of results in the absence (~ ) and in the
presence (O ) of the parity forbidden-imaginary parts of Fig. 6.

FIG. 9. Polarized target asymmetry in the t channel at 5.98
GeV/c. Comparison of results in the absence () and in the
presence (O ) of the P-D interference terms of Fig. 8.
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constrained optimization. The CERN optimization pro-
gram FUMtLI was run at Saclay CDC 7600. The CERN
program MINUET yieMs essentially the same results.

The maximum-likelihood function I.=I.(a, e) depends
on the measured parameters a and on the acceptance in-
tegrals e in any (t, m) bin. Whether the optimization is
unconstrained or constrained, its solution point a ~ is a
function of the acceptance, a*=a'(e). We performed a
limited study of the response of the solution a* to the es-
timated uncertainties in the acceptance integrals e. We
view the results of our sensitivity analysis as unremark-
able and without evidence for catastrophic or chaotic
behavior of a'. However, we do suggest that this aspect
of polarization measurements be more adequately ad-
dressed by the future designs for dedicated spin experi-
ments with the aid of computer modeling.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Spin-density matrix elements

Bin-averaged values of the 14 observed spin-density-
rnatrix (SDM) elements were measured in small bins of
(t, m) in both s- and t-channel dimeson helicity frames.
The numerical results are a11 given in Ref. 14. Here we
present 6gures only for selected results in the s channel.

Figure IO shows the I; dependence of SDM elements
a2, . . . , a, z in the K* mass region at incident momen-
tum 5.98 GeV/c. We find a good general agreement with
Argonne Zero Gradient Synchrotron (ZGS) data for
K+n ~E+m p for unpolarized target at the same ener-
gy with a possible exception for p, , for —t from 0.3 to
0.6 (GeV/c) . The mass dependence of the same SDM
elements averaged over the interval —t =0.2 —0.4
(GeV/c) is shown in Fig. 11. Figure 12 shows the t and
m dependence of the SDM elements associated with
PTsing. Because of the limitations on acceptance in P,

.6()"p l
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FIG. 10. Normalized spin-density-matrix (SDM) elements as
a function of —t in the K (892) mass region at 5.98 GeV/c in
the s-channel helicity frame. (a) Unpolarized SDM elements.
The comparison is made with Argonne data ( 0 }on unpolarized
target at 6 GeV/c (Ref. 29). (b) Polarized SDM elements for
transverse target nucleon polarization normal to the scattering
plane. The scale for the polarized $DM eiements is four times
larger than the scale for unpolarized SDM elements.
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FIG. 11. Normalized spin-density-matrix (SDM) elements as
a function of dimension mass m for —t =0.2 —0.4 (GeV/e)~ at
5.98 CieV/c in the s-channel helicity frame. (a) and (b) as in Fig.
10. The scale for the polarized SDM elements in four times
larger than the scale for unpolarized SDM elements.
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K & K 7t p 5.98 QeV/c

m(K7t') = 0, 842 0.942 GeV

ImP, "

II0

Im JO, o"

ImIO) )

these parameters are not well determined. The results at
11.85 GeV/c are similar within the larger errors due to
lower statistics.

The t dependence of unpolarized SDM elements (2.2la)
at K' mass can also be compared with the t dependence
of similar m X + SDM elements in hyper''charge-
exchange reactions. The OMEGA spectrometer at the
CERN PS was used to measure the m. K+ SDM ele-
ments in m p~~ EC+(A /X ) at 10 GeV/c (Ref. 64) in
the K* mass region. We note that the m K+ SDM ele-
ments in this reaction have typically opposite sign. Also,
Rep, o appears small in comparison to Rep, o in
E n

&
~E m p reaction. No information is available

on the A and X polarization in this experiment.
In Secs. V 8—V E we will make use of the fact that six

of the measured SDM elements are simple linear com-
binations of the moduli squared of the eight nucleon
transversity amplitudes defined in (2.18). Linear com-
binations of another six SDM elements measure relative
phases between the unnatural-exchange amplitudes, and
this information will be discussed in Secs. V F and V G.

04
-t [(Gevic) j

0.8 B. Normalized partial-wave cross sections
and recoil polarizations

K n K 7l' p 5.98 GeV/c

t = 0.2 —0.4 (GeVic)'

Im Io,
"

The integrated cross section d cr/(dm dt) was not
measured in this experiment. Consequently, we will work
with normalized nucleon transversity amplitudes corre-
sponding to X=d a /(dm dt)=1, and define normalized
partial-wave cross sections a and partial-wave recoil po-
larizations ~ for amplitudes A =S,L, U, X as follows:

a(&)=I &I'+I& I', r(»=I&I' —I&I'.
Some authors will prefer to call a partial-wave recoil po-
larization the ratio P(A)=r(A)/o(A). In our notation

X =a(S)+a(L)+a ( U)+a (N) = 1 (5.2)

and

Im P,

p„=poo+2pii =a(S)+a.(L)+a ( U)+a (N),

Poo
—Pi i

=a(L) —
—,
' [a(»+a(N)],

pi i= —
—,'[a(U) —a(N)j,

p,", +p~oo+2pt i
=r(S)+ r(L)+ r( U) —r(N),

poo
—pi i =r(L) —

—,
' [r( U) —r(N)],

pt i= —
—,'[r(U)+r(N)] .

(5.3)

0.8 0.9
m (K+m-) IGevl

1,0
Using the relations (2.14) we calculate from Eqs. (5.3)
three mixed normalized partial-wave cross sections

FIG. 12. Polarized spin-density-matrix elements p" for trans-
verse target nucleon polarization in the scattering plane mea-
sured at 5.98 GeV/c in the s-channel helicity frame. (a) The t
dependence in the E (892) mass region. (b) The mass depen-
dence for —t =0.2-0.4 (GeV/c} .

a.(L)+—,'a (S)=—,'[1+2(poo —p„)],
a ( U)+ —,'a (S)= —,

' [1—
(poo

—
pi i)]—p

a(»+Ya(S) =
i [1 (poo p»)]+pi —i

(5.4)

Similarly, from (5.3) we get three mixed partial-wave po-
larizations
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r(L)+ —,'r(s)= —,'[A +2(poo —pfi)],
r(U)+ ,'r(—S)= ,'[W—(p—» p—~„)] p—~

—i(N)+ —,
' r(S)=

—,
' [ A —

(poo
—pf, )]+p

(5.5)

0.6

5.98 GeVic

1

L as

a)
11.85 G e V /c

L+ &S

Figure 13 shows the results as a function of —t in the
K* mass region. We observe the expected dominance of
[o(L)+—,'cr(S)] at small r and its decrease with t For
I t

I

~ 0.6 the natural-exchange contribution dominates.
The mass dependence of observables (5.4) and (5.5) is
shown in Fig. 14 for. 0.2~ ltl ~0.4, and in Fig. 15 for
0.4 ~

I tl ~ 0.5. The polarization [ r(—N)+ —'r(s)] de-
pends on both —t and p&,b. An analysis shows that the
approximate equality of s- and t-channel values for o(L).
and cr( U) at

I tl (0.6 is a kinematic effect.
To study in more detail the relative contribution of the

natural exchange amplitudes we examine the ratio

0.4

0.2—

0.6—

04—

0. 2—

S/3

s channel

t channel

O'U+ tXS /t 3

cr(N)+ —,
'o.(S)R=

o ( U)+ o (L)+ ', cr(S)— (5.6)
0.6—

0+6 /3

s and t channel

a +Cr /3

S and t Ch annel

This ratio does not depend on the choice of the s- or t-
channel helicity frame of reference. The results of both
energies are shown in Fig. 16. The natural exchange con-
tribution increases linearly with t in the K* mass region.
The mass dependence of R for Itl =0.2 —0.4 (GeV/c) ap-
pears to change with energy.
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C. The structure of nucleon transversity amplitudes

Equations (5.4) and (5.5) can be used to calculate the
following combinations of moduli squared of nucleon
transversity amplitudes:

5.98 GeV/c

1

u s channel

~ t channel

+ s and t channel

11.85 Gevic
1 1

II.I'+-'lsl' IUI'+-'Isl', INI'+ ' lsl'

ILI'+-'Isl' IUI'+-'ISI' INI'+-'lsl'
(5.7)

-0.4—

Our results for (5.7) in both s and t-channel dimeson heli-
city frames are given in Ref. 14. Recall that the ampli-
tudes S,S,X,X are invariant under s- to t-channel cross-
ing transformation.

The results obtained from (5.7) can be taken as upper
bounds on moduli squared of I'-wave nucleon transversity
amplitudes. The lower bounds are obtained by subtract-
ing from the terms in (5.7) an upper bound on —,'ISI or
—,
' IS I

. In each (t, m) bin we calculate

+ 7s/3

0.8 —
7u+ 7S l3

Q4—

-0.4—

(-,'ISI')„»„—— min [ I
~l'+-,' ISI', IN I'+

3 ISI'3,
s and t

( —,'ISI )„„=min [Ial +—,'ISI, INI + —,'ISI I .

s and t

(5.&)

04—

-0.4

-7..7, )3

These upper and lower bounds allow an immediate dis-
cussion of the structure of the amplitudes in advance of
detailed amplitude analysis. Since the bounds are given
by linear combinations of the observables they also serve
as a useful check on amplitude analysis' which is using
equations for moduli that are nonlinear in the observ-
ables, and that may not be satisfied by the bin-averaged

I I l I I l l

0 0,2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0 0,2 P.4 P.6 Q.8 1.0
—tI(Gev/c ) ]

FIG. 13. The t dependence of linear combinations of (a) nor-
malized partial-wave cross sections (b) partial-wave recoil polar-
izations in the K* mass region m =0.842 —0.942 GeV at 5.98
and 11.85 GeV/c. Note that o.(S), o(N), v(S), and 7(N) are in-
variant under transformation from the t- to the s-channel
dimeson helicity frame of reference.
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a) values of the observables. The comparison of the two
methods show consistency of their results. In particular,
the moduli obtained in the exact amplitude analysis' are
generally within the bounds (5.8).

Here we present our results for the bounds at 5.98
GeV/c. Figure 17 shows their t dependence at K* mass,
while Figs. 18 and 19 show their mass dependence for
0.2 ~

I tl ~ 0.4 (GeV/c) and 0.4 ~
I tl ~ 0.5 (GeV/c), re-

spectively. Only the mean values of the bounds are
shown for clarity. The essential features of the ampli-
tudes discussed below are valid within the statistical er-
rors on the bounds.

Before we discuss our results for the bounds on moduli
I
A

I
and

I
A

I
we note that in terms of the nucleon

helicity-nonflip and -tlip amplitudes A „(2.17} these
moduli are given by

5.98 GeV/c 11.85 GeV/c

oL' os /'a„+O /3
s channel0.6—
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au+Os /3 Ou Os /3
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2I A I'=
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A o I'+
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I' —2e Im( A o A 7 }

0. +os/'3ON+&s/3
(5.9)0.6—

S and t Channel s and t channel0.4—

where @=+1 for A =S,I., U and e= —1 for
When I

A
I & I

A
I

then both amplitudes Ao and A
&

are
nonzero and must have dift'erent phases. If

I Al =
I

A
I

then either (a) one of the amplitudes Ao and A
&

is small

or vanishing, or (b) both amplitudes have the same phase.
The sign of the relative phase between the nucleon helici-

ty amplitudes is given by the sign of partial polarization
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FIG. 14. The mass dependence of linear combinations of (a)

normalized partial-wave cross sections and (b) partial-wave
recoil polarizations for —t =0.2—0.4 (GeV/c) at 5.98 and
11.85 GeV/c.

FIG. 15. The mass dependence of linear combinations of nor-
malized partial-wave cross sections and partial-wave recoil po-
larizations for —t =0.4—0.5 (GeV/c) at 5.98 GeV/c.
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m(K X' )=0.842 —0.942 GevK+n —K+ X-pWe also recall that in the case of K+n~E+~ p the
unnatural-exchange helicity amplitudes A„(A =S,L, U)
are dominated by "A, -Z" and "m-B" exchanges are n=0
and n= 1, respectively. The natura1-exchange amplitudes
are dominated by "A z-p" exchange for both n =0,1.

The bounds calculated from (S.7) and (5.8) are shown
in Figs. 17, 18, and 19 and reveal several unexpected
features of the spin dependence of the K+m state pro-
duction.

The t dependence of moduli averaged over the broad
mass range m =0.842 —0.942 GeV around the K* mass
(Fig. 17) shows a decrease of

l
L

l
and I L

l
with —t as ex-

pected from the pion-exchange dominance of A. =O ampli-
tudes at small t. The A, =+1 unnatural exchange ampli-
tudes

l U~ and l Ul are nearly constant, equal and rela-
tively small throughout this region of t. The E+~ state
is produced predominantly with recoil transversity "up"
via lL~ (dimeson helicity A, =O) for t&0—.4 (GeV/c)
and via ~Nl (dimeson helicity A, =+1) for t& 0—.4. We

5.98 GeV/c 11.85 QeV/c

&g + 0's/3
1,4—

L+ eu+2~S/3
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FIG. 16. The ratio of frame-invariant components of the
cross section as a function of (a) —t for m =0.842-0.942 GeV
and (1) dimeson mass m for —t =0.2—0.4 (GeV/c).
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FIG. 17. The t dependence of the lower and upper bounds on
the moduli squared of the normalized P-wave recoil transversity
amplitudes for m =0.842 —0.942 GeV at S.98 GeV/c. Also
shown are the upper bounds on the moduli squared of the nor-
malized S-wave amplitudes.
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FIG. 18. The m dependence of the lower and upper bounds
on the moduli squared of the normalized P-wave recoil transver-
sity amplitudes for —t =0.2—0.4 (GeV/c) at 5.98 GeV/c, and
the upper bounds on the moduli squared of the S-wave ampli-
tudes.
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FIG. 19. Same as Fig. 18 for —t =0.4—0.5 (GeV/c) .

note that at t =0.4 (GeV/c—) ~N~ is large but N~ =0.
This indicates that, at this value of t, ~NO~ = ~N, with a
relative phase of 90 . The relative phase f& =g~

0 1

is undergoing a 180' change between —t=0.35 and
t=0.55, going from /+=0' for —t &0.3 to f&=180'

at t=0.55, and—to /~=90 at —t=0.9. In contrast,
is small and nearly constant.

Figure 18 shows the mass dependence of rnoduli aver-
aged over an interval of t =0.2—0.4 (—GeV/c) . This is

the ] region of largest statistics. In this study, the experi-
mental resolution in m is of the same order as the bin
width of mass m used in the Fig. 17.

The P-wave production of IC m state reveals p very
intriguing mass dependence. In the s channel, ~L ~

& ~L
~

over the mass interval m =820—940 MeV. The longitudi-
nal X=O K++ state is thus produced predominantly
with recoil transversity "up." At the I( * mass m=0. 896
GeV we observe ]L[ =/L/, /Uf =0, [N/ =0 while /U/

and [N[ attain peak values with /U/ being the largest
amplitude. Hence, in this range of t, the production of
K* resonance with helicity A, =O is independent of recoil
transversity (transversities "up" and "down" are equally
probable). However, the production of K in helicity
states ~=+1 proceeds entirely with nucleon transversity
"down" as the production with nuclear transversity "up"
appears "forbidden. " Near E mass, the moduli of all
normalized P wave amplitudes wi-th transversity "down"
show a peak while those with the transversed "up" show
a dip in both s- and t-channel helicity frames.

Figure 19 shows the mass dependence in the adjacent

region of momentum transfer with —t =0.4—0.5
(GeV/c) . Here the production of K* proceeds almost
entirely with the recoil transversity "up" for all I( * heli-
city states, and it is the production with transversity
"down" which is inhibited. Moreover, the K' produc-
tion is almost independent of its helicity X as

In Fig. 18 we observe rapid changes in relative magni-
tudes of moduli

~ U~, ~ U~ and ~N~, ~N ~, ~N
~

within the
mass interval m =0.842 —0.942 GeV as we move away
from the K* mass. Similar rapid changes are seen in
Fig. 19 for all amplitudes. The closed-loop "diamond"
structures characterizing these changes indicate either a
180' change in the relative phase P„=f„—g~ of the

corresponding helicity amplitudes, or that one of the heli-
c&ty amplitudes vanishes at the nonresonant values of
dimeson mass m where

~
A

~

=
~
A

~
(the crossover points}.

The present experiment cannot decide between these two
alternatives.

We note in pressing that the observed dip structures in
the m dependence of moduli are due to the interference
between flip helicity and -nonAip amplitudes at particular
values of t. They should not be confused with resonant
poles of second order.

We now return to the t dependence of the natural con-
tribution in the K* mass range (Fig. 17). The ampli-
tudes ~N~ and structure in the polarization
r(N) = ~N~

—~N ~
. The amplitudes ~N~ and ~N

~

in both
reactions K+n ~K+m p and K+n ~K p have "A2-p"
exchange structure. The polarization P(K+n~K p) at
5.98 GeV/c also shows a clear double-zero structure at
this value of t (Refs. 2 and 4).

d20-I(A)=o(A), A =L, UN .
dm dt' (5.11)

Since only o ( A )+—,
' o (5) are directly measured [Eq.

(5.4)], we define

d 0K( A) =[o(A)+ —,'o(S)], A =L, U, N (5.12}
dm dt'

and study also the shape effects in the differences involv-
ing P wave only:

I (L)—I( U}=K (L) K( U), —

I (L) I ( U) =K (L) K(—U), — (5.13)

I ( U) I (N) =K ( U) —K (N—) .

In terms of SDM elements, we get

D. The shape of K* peak in the physical region of t

The structures observed in the mass dependence of the
P-wpve recoil transversity amplitudes manifest them-
selves as differences in the shape of the E* peak in the
unrenormalized partial-wave cross sections:
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d 0I«)—I(U)=~-', (Poo Pii)+Pi —i) dm dt

0
~ 3 (Poo Pil ) Pl —1 ~ ddm dt

(5.14)

8. —

s CHANNEL
I I

IL -I u--
t CHANNEL

I I I

IL-Iu—

d 0'I ( U) I (—X)= —2p i' 'dm dt

To evaluate (5.12) and (5.14) we used the approximate
values of the cross section d o /dm dt shown in Fig. 5 at
5.98 GeV/c and for —t =0.2 —0.4. The calculations
were made in both s- and t-channel dimeson helicity
frames and the results are shown in Figs. 20 and 21 for
(5.12) and (5.14), respectively. The typical errors are
shown in Fig. 21 for IU —I~.

In the s channel, IL+ ,'Is has—apronounced E' peak
near 887 MeV while IU+ —,'I& is broader, less pro-
nounced, and near 897 MeV. In the t channel, IL+ 3

still dominates but it has a broader peak near 897 MeV
while IU+ 3I& is narrower and the apparent position is
shifted towards 887 MeV. The crossing invariant
I~+ 3I& has a peak near 887 MeV over a broad back-
ground. These effects are due to the P wave and not to
the S wave. This is best verified by the S-wave indepen-

0 L.
I

8. —
I I

t
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I

IL -IN
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FIG. 21. The S-wave independent difFerences of unnormal-
ized partial-wave cross sections for —t =0.2—0.4 (CxeV/c) at
5.98 GeV/c in the s- and t-channel dimeson helicity frames of
reference. The arbitrary units are the same as in Fig. 5.
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16.— t CHANNEL

I
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I
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dent differences (5.14) shown in Fig. 21. The statistical
significance of these eff'ects is illustrated in the figure for
IU Itt whic—h shows the error bars.

The shifts in the apparent position of the K* peak and
the variations of its width are t dependent. Similar effects
were also observed for p peak in m+n&~m. +~ p at 5.98
and 11.85 CxeV/c.

To understand qualitatively the origin of these
diff'erences in the apparent position and shape of the K'
peak in the partial-wave cross sections, let us consider
any P wave nucleon -transversity amplitude 2 (s, t, m ) as
a function of the complex dimeson mass squared z. In
the real vicinity of the K* complex pole Z +=no +

—i5
we can write

8. —
I

,ii].s.l I
i

twiawqawv

LM %%%)\WQ% \
rp

I

I

I

1
N+ —~s

4

0 I

0.8 '1.0

m (K+& ) [GeV]

FIG. 20. The m dependence of three components of unnor-
malized cross section P o. /dm dt for —t =0.2—0.4 (GeV/c) at
5.98 GeV/e. The arbitrary units are the same as in Fig. 5.

R (s, t,Z, )
A(s, t, m )=

2 +Q(&, t, m ),
Z

where R(s, t, Z, ) is the pole residue and Q(s, t, m ) the

background analytic near Z +. The pole residue can be
factorized

(5.15)

(5.16)R =F(s, t, Z, )f (Z~e),
where F and f are amplitudes for K+n~K* p and
K* ~X+m, respectively. The residues R modulate the
width of the resonance peak in each transversity ampli-
tude A. The interference of the pole term with the back-
ground term can produce the small shifts in the apparent
position of the K* peak discussed above. These effects
vary with s and t. In contrast with the quasi-two-body
amplitudes F(s, t, Z +), the dynamical content of the
background contributions is much less understood, e.g. ,
in terms of Regge exchanges or coherent contributions
from competing processes leading to K+~ p final
state.
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We conclude that the apparent position and the ap-
parent width of E resonance in partial-wave cross sec-
tions depend dynamically on the dimeson helicity, ex-
change naturality, helicity frame and vary with s and t.

K. Test of additive-quark-model predictions

The reactions E + n ~K p and pp ~6++n are both
exotic in the s channel and exchange the same t-channel
quantum numbers: p-32 natural-parity exchanges, and
m-8 and 3 ]-Z unnatural-parity exchanges. In general,
the reaction pp ~b, ++n is described by 16 helicity ampli-
tudes. The additive quark model (AQM) (Refs. 68 and
69) reduces this number to 6 and relates these remaining
amplitudes to those in X+n ~K' p at the same value of
t. These relations between amplitudes lead to relations
between SDM elements in the two reactions. When the
reactions E+n

&
~E*p and p &p

~h++n are measured
on a polarized target and with a polarized proton beam,
respectively, the AQM predictions for SDM elements
read

—,'o(S)„„= min [o.( A)+ —,'o(S)] .
A =L, U, N

s and t

(5.24)

The AQM predictions are tested for SDM elements
defined in the t-channel helicity frame. The data for
p&p~b, ++n at 6 GeV/c incident momentum are com-
pared in Fig. 22 to our data at 5.98 GeV&c for
m (K+m. )=0.842 —0.942 GeV as a function of t. There
is a remarkable agreement for (5.20) involving Rep, 0.
The agreement for other AQM predictions is also reason-
able. The observed deviations from AQM model may
have a kinematic origin or may rellect a diquark com-
ponent in the baryon structure. " We note that spin
rotation of hadron wave function on scattering gives rise
to hadron spin Aip even when the underlying quark-
quark amplitudes conserve helicity.

Model-independent amplitude analysis of
K+nt ~K+m p enables a more detailed test of AQM
predictions, including the prediction (5.21) using bounds
based on the positivity of SDM (Ref. 15).

I =p00 2(p1 1 3p33)

~U =Pl 1 Pl —1 3 (P33 P3 —1)—v'

~N =Pl 1 +Pl —1 3 (P33+ 3P3 —1) &

(5.17)

(5.18)

(5.19)

0.8—

06 oo
gir~OO OO O

2(Pn gPss-)

Rep)0= P3 »—
6

(5.20)

(5.21)
0.2—

0

where the left-hand side (LHS) and RHS refer to K' and
6++ production, respectively.

Notice that the polarization-dependent SDM elements
measured in E+n& ~K* p do not enter explicitly into
the comparison with SDM elements measured in
p&p —+6++n. The reason is that the former SDM ele-
ments are interference terms Ao A

&
between n =0,1, am-

plitudes of the same kind. Such interferences are not
measurable in p&p~h++n and require polarized target
observables in pp &

~b.++n with 5++ produced for-
ward. '

Because of P-parity conservation Imp, o is not accessi-
ble to observation in any type of polarization measure-
ments in KN~KmN. Thus its connection (5.21) to the
measured p»(b, ) cannot be directly tested. The observ-
able Rep, 0 is measured directly and (5.20) is directly test-
able. To test the predictions (5.17)—(5.19) we used esti-
mates of the upper and lower bounds on the normalized
partial wave cross sections o ( A), A =L, U, N in a way
similar to (5.8). The upper bounds are obtained by linear
combinations of measured quantities (5.4):

o.e—

0.4—

0.6—

0.4—

~04

-0.6—

Q.2

3
O~OOOOO

/)'

I

0.4
I

o.e
l

0.8

4 (p -'6p3-~»

o( A )„p„„:—o ( A)+ —,'o (S) . (5.22) -t (GeV/c)

~( A )lower ~( A )upper T (~)upper ~

where

(5.23)

The lower bounds on rr( A )„„areobtained by subtract-
ing from o ( A )„„anupper bound on —,

' o (S):
FIG. 22. Test of four additive quark-model predictions relat-

ing spin-density-matrix elements in reactions (a) K+n —+K* p
and (b) pp~h+ n. The bounds and solid points are the terms
from the reaction (a), the open circles are the terms from the re-
action {b) in the t-channel helicity frames. The model predicts
equality of the terms {a)and (b).
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F. Test of assumptions in phase-shift analyses
of EC m ~Km scattering

5.&8 Ge&/c s aha nnef
I

-t, = 0.2- 0.4
I

To perform a phase-shift analysis of Km~Em scatter-
ing using an extrapolation of KX~KirX unpolarized
data into unphysical region of t, the enabling assumptions
(1.1) or (1.2) are required. In our notation Eqs. (1.1) and
(1.2) read

0.6—

0.4—

Re P,o+ Re JO~o

AO=0,

Ao=CA1, (1.2')

0,2—

0
il

where A =S,I., U. In terms of the nucleon transversity
amplitudes these relations are equivalent to

A =A,

-02—

«. 0 4

C+l
A .

c
(1.2")

0.6—

e p, o Re p,'o

The analysis of unpolarized data using the assumptions
(1.2) diff'ers from the analysis using (1.1) only by normali-
zation factor +1+~c~ for the magnitudes of the aiup¹
tudes. The behavior of phase shifts is the same in both
analyses.

The assumptions (1.1) and (1.2) lead to testable predic-
tions for polarized SDM elements. The hypothesis (1.1)
implies

pss +poo+ 2pi i
= —2 (poo

—pi i ) = +2pi

04

0.2

-0.2
0.80

I

0.85
I

0.90
m (K+~-) (Gev)

I

0.95 1.0

Rep", o
=Rep'„= Rep~o, . =0 .

The predictions of (1.2) read

=2 Im(NON*, ), (5.25)

(5.26)

5.98 GeV/c s channel -t - 0.2 —0.4

FIG. 23. Interference terms of definite transversity between
P-wave amplitudes L and U in the s channel as a function of
dimeson mass for —t =0.2—0.4.

P10 P100(
P10+P10

where

P is P is POs Pos

pis+pis pas+pas
(5.27)

(5.28)
0

II

V

~1s + l &S

Note that (5.26) leads to r= l.
Our data for polarized SDM elements in Figs. 10 and

11 clearly rule out the predictions (5.25) and (5.26). To
test (5.27), all sums and diff'erences are shown in Figs. 23,
24, and 25 in the s channel. While the first ratio of (5.27)
is positive, the second and third ratios are negative in the
vicinity of K*,seriously contradicting (5.27).

We conclude that the information from polarized SDM
elements is not contained in the existing phase-shift anal-
yses of K~—+Km scattering. We suggest that incorporat-
ing this information into phase-shift analyses is very im-
portant for hadron spectroscopy. We suspect that some
old conclusions may be revised.
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G. The structure of S wave in X+m. production 900
m (K+X-) (MeV)

I

950 1000

The production of K++ in the pure J=O spin state is
described by the amplitudes S and S. The experimental
knowledge of these amplitudes is essential in the search
for scalar resonances below 1000 MeV. We gain some in-

FICx. 24. The S-P-wave interference terms of definite
transversity between amplitudes S and U in the s channel as a
function of dimeson mass for —t =0.2 —0.4.
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sight into the S-wave amplitudes by examining the S-P-
wave interference terms:

Repo, +«po, =2I~I ILlcos(yzL ),
Repo, —Repo, = 2 IS I I

I- Icos(ysL ),
Rep&, +Rep&, =&2ISI

I Ulcos(y»),

Rep&, —Rep&, =&2ISIIUIcos(y») .

(S.29)

The polarization measurements thus provide a separation
of contributions from amplitudes with opposite tran. sver-
sities. The results are shown in Figs. 24, 25, and 26.

In the K* mass interval the interferences (S.29) and
(S.30) show similar behavior for amplitudes of the same
transversity in both s and t channels. Although cosy and
cosy have opposite signs, the interferences for amplitudes
of opposite transversities also have similar structure:
peak values near 897 MeV and change of sign at =880
and =910 MeV. These structures are consistent with a
180 phase change in y and y associated with a resonant

P wave and a nonresonant smooth 5 wave near K * .
Our data for the dimeson mass ~ 880 MeV suggest a

repetition of this pattern with opposite signs and with the
peak values near 860 MeV. Such behavior is consistent
with a hypothesis assuming a nonresonant P wave and a
weak I =

—,
' 5-wave resonance 0++(860) with a width of

20—40 MeV. Such state was previously suggested on
theoretical grounds and was possibly seen already in
previous measurements of K p «K ~+n (Ref. 77),
K+n~K m. p (Ref. 78), and K p~K ~ p (Ref. 79) at
smaller values of t.

We cannot claim conclusive evidence for the I =
—,
'

0++(860) state in our experiment since the inference is
based primarily on the Arst three data points in Figs. 25
and 26. By the same token, we cannot truly rule out a
scalar state under K* (890), since the disclaimer is based
primarily on the next three data points in the same
figures. Ho~ever, our data should inspire new experi-
ments with spin dedicated to search for a possible scalar
state near or below the K* mass.

5.98 GeV/c cha nnel = 0.2 — 0.4 5.98 QeV/c channe( —t = 0.2 — 0.4
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FIG. 25. The S-P-wave interference terms of definite
transversity between amplitudes S and L in the s channel.

FIG. 26. The S-P-wave interference terms of definite
transversity between amplitudes S and L in the t channel.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this first experiment on pion production in
K+n&~K+~ p with transversely polarized quasifree
neutron target we measured 14 spin-density-matrix ele-
ments in small (t, m) bins at 5.98 and 11.85 GeV, in both
s- and t-channel helicity frames. From these data we
determined three mixed normalized partial-wave cross
sections (5.4) and recoil nucleon polarizations (5.5).
These results were then used to construct moduli squared
of P-wave nucleon transversity amplitudes with an ad-
mixture of one-third of S-wave moduli squared [Eq.
(5.7)]. To study the structure of P wave -moduli, we have
isolated them by constructing lower and upper bounds
(5.8). The sums and differences (2.22b} isolate interfer-
ences between amplitudes of the same transversity and
provide some information about cosines of certain rela-
tive phases. We have also performed a detailed ampli-
tude analysis' which will be reported elsewhere.

We find only a weak energy dependence when cornpar-
ing the results for the mixed normalized partial-wave
cross sections (5.4) and recoil polarizations (5.5) at 5.98
and 11.85 GeV/c. A comparison of partial-wave cross
sections with the corresponding results for the reaction
sr+ n

&
~~+a p shows a certain similarity in their t

dependence at resonant masses. This is consistent with
an SU(3) invariance of t-channel exchanges, in spite of
additional contributions from the 8, Z, and p exchanges
permitted in KN~KmN. A comparison of the t depen-
dence of the mixed partial-wave recoil polarizations in
the two reactions shows differences which can be attri-
buted to the p-exchange contribution in KN ~Km.N.

The mass dependence of the observables (5.12) and
(5.14) reveals that the apparent position and the apparent
width of K* resonance in the partial-wave cross section
depend on dimeson helicity and t-channel naturality.
Similar observations were found in the case of p produc-
tion in ~ n

&
~~ m p reaction.

Although the nucleon spin-averaged partial-wave cross
sections are relatively smooth, the moduli of individual
recoil transversity amplitudes show strong and systematic
structures in their mass dependence in the studied inter-
vals of momentum transfer t =0.2 —0.—4 (GeV/c} and—t =0.4—0.5 (GeV/c) . The study of t evolution of
mass dependence in ~+n&~m. +~ p also reveals unex-
pected structures in the production amplitudes. ' These
observations show that isolating the nucleon-spin states
experimentally is as important as isolating the dimeson
helicities and t-channel naturalities. We conclude that at-
tempts to understand resonance production from
nucleon-spin-averaged observables alone are very likely
to miss some essential aspects of the dynamics.

Our experiment provides clear evidence for "A, -Z"
unnatural-exchange signal in KN ~Km N reaction (Figs.
18 and 19). Partial-wave analyses of meson-meson
scattering based on extrapolations to unphysical region of
unpolarized pion production data require the enabling as-
sumptions (1.1) or (1.2). Both assumptions lead to predic-
tions for polarized SDM elements which are clearly con-
tradicted by our data. The nucleon helicity nonAip am-
plitudes in pion production do not have the trivial behav-

ior assumed by those analyses, at least not in the kine-
matic region of our experiment. We conclude that
partial-wave analyses of Km~Km. scattering do not con-
tain the important information from the measurements of
KN ~KmN with spin and are thus open to revisions.

We used our data at 5.98 GeV/c and the high-statistics
Argonne data on p ~p ~b, ++n at 6 GeV/c to test the pre-
dictions of additive quark model which relates the ampli-
tudes and thus the SDM elements in the two reactions.
There is a remarkable overall agreement. The systematic
deviations from AQM may have a dynamical origin.

Our data on the polarized SDM elements at 5.98
GeV/c suggest the possible existence of a new scalar reso-
nance I =

—,
' 0++(860) with a width of 20—40 MeV. How-

ever suggestive, the evidence is not conclusive.
Finally, we comment brieAy on the outlook for a new

generation of meson production experiments with spin.
Experiments with polarized targets have opened a

whole new approach to experimental hadron spectrosco-
py. Measurements of spin-dependent observables enable
model-independent partial or complete amplitude analy-
ses. The production of known dominant resonances can
thus be studied on the level of production amplitudes,
rather than cross sections, and in the physical region ofI and t. The "nonresonating" amplitudes may reveal
subdominant resonances that now may be hidden in the
spin-averaged cross sections. Such a search is of particu-
lar relevance to QCD with its predictions of new hadron
matter —gluonium states (gg, ggg), hybrid states (qqg),
and meson molecules (mm, Km). Th.e importance of ex-
perimental hadron spectroscopy on the level of ampli-
tudes was recently emphasized in several papers.

The results of our experiment indicate an urgent need
for a new generation of dedicated experiments with spin
to explore in detail the spin dependence of pion produc-
tion near and away from the resonant masses; to search
for possible new scalar resonances such as 0++(860) and
to clarify the questions of D-wave contribution and parity
conservation in pion production. The designs of these
dedicated experiments must take into account the ad-
vances in constrained optimization and determine the
response of the polarized SDM elements to the uncertain-
ties in the calculated acceptance of the apparatus. To
treat these aspects, the designers should find useful the
new technologies of computer-aided design and computer
modelling.

A new generation of experiments with spin dedicated
to precise amplitude analyses and hadron spectroscopy
will benefit from important recent advances in polarized
targets, such as wide-angle acceptance, fast orientability
of target polarization into any direction, and new
radiation-resistant materials with lower unpolarized
background. ' Polarized jet targets ofFer the important
advantage of no unpolarized background. New high
intensity accelerators have been proposed specifically for
high-precision experiments with pion, kaon, and antipro-
ton beams ' in the multi-GeV region. These advanced
hadron facilities will also provide high-quality polarized
proton beams and enable construction of secondary po-
larized beams of hyperons, antiprotons, and leptons.
Very attractive is the possibility of polarizing stored an-
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tiproton beams, which would allow complete amplitude
analyses of pion production reactions in crossed channels:
NN~~+~ ~, K+K m, etc. As the measurements of
the recoil nucleon polarization are dificult, the direct
channel experiments will utilize the self-analyzing prop-
erties of hyperons for complete amplitude analyses in re-
actions such as LN —+~+a. A, m.N~EC+~ A, and oth-
ers. The new generation of experiments with spin will ad-
vance not only the experimental hadron spectroscopy but
also our theoretical understanding of hadron constituent
structure, hadron wave function in the nonperturbative
regime, and the mechanism of hadron production.
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APPENDIX

Consider a binary reaction 3 +B~C+D. The spin
labels of scattering amplitudes correspond to spin states
of each particle in its own rest frame. The spin labels de-
pend on the choice of these rest frames which, in princi-
ple, could be chosen differently for each particle.

Helicity of a particle is the component of its spin along
the particle's momentum in a given frame of reference.
When the rest frame z axis has the direction of the parti-
cle momentum in the center-of-mass system of the reac-
tion 3 +B~C+D, we speak of helicity rest frame or s-
channel helicity rest frame. The y axis is usually chosen
in the direction of the normal to the scattering plane
de6ned according to Basel convention by P ~ XPC. For
the purposes of this Appendix we will refer to this choice
of y axis as the Argonne-CERN-Munich (ACM) conven-
tion. Recently Bourrely, Leader, and Soffer (BLS) ar-
gued that the y axis of particles 8 and D should be op-
posite to the normal. Clockwise rotation about the com-
mon z axis by 180' rotates the ACM helicity frame to the
BLS helicity frame, and vice versa.

A rotation about the helicity z axis by an angle a pro-
duces a phase change in the particle helicity state:

0& & & & as follows:

(S4) (S2)
(A3)

where

2)',i'=exp i—(A, —r) d,i (A4)

then the quantization +z axis in the transversity frame is
along the Basel normal. When the helicity amplitudes
are defined in the BLS frame and the factor g is

g =exp[i'(A, 4
—A.2 }j (A6)

then the BLS amplitudes are first rotated to the ACM
frame and, upon the rotation (A4), we reach the same
transversity frame.

To distinguish the two frames in the following discus-
sion, we introduce a sign factor such that g= —1 and
/=+1 for helicity amplitudes in the ACM and BLS
frame, respectively. The sign factor merely reAects the
fact that nucleon-helicity-fIip amplitudes differ by a sign
in the two frames.

In the case of a reaction such as KN ~K~N we consid-
er the dimeson state with definite spin J as the particle C.
The results of explicit calculations for S- and P-wave am-
plitudes T&, 0& read

p' n

1 l

2
-( o+ 0 i

= — — o'i', oiv'2

1 . l

v'2
—(So igSi)=+ —Toi~iIoi ~

2

1 l

2
(Lo+igLi )= — —To~I, oi ~v'2

1 . i
2

(Lo igLi)=+ —Toi ot2

1
(Uo+igUi)= iT+I t oi =+iT it oi

(A8)

(A9)

are rotation matrices describing the transversity frame
first defined by Kotanski.

When the helicity amplitudes are de6ned in the ACM
frame and the factor

(A5)

~p;A, )~e' x~p;A. ) . (A I) —( Uo 4Ui ) =+'T+
1 i,oi 'T —1 i,ot

(i) — . (1)

The helicity amplitudes in the ACM and BLS frames are
related by a simple phase factor

(H~, i, i., i., )AcM exp['~(~4 ~2) j

—(No+igNi) —T+ii ot
—T it ot,(I) (&)

'-(No=i', )=T+»,» =T-»,.i
(i) (i)

(A10)

X (Hi, ,i, i., i., )Bi.s . (A2)

Since a =~, the inverse relation has the same phase fac-
tor. When the particles 8 and D are nucleons, the phase
factor is simply ( —1)"where n =

~ A4
—A &~ is nucleon heli-

city Aip.
In general, mixed helicity-transversity amplitudes

T& ~4, k&~2 are defined in terms of helicity amplitudes

In this paper we work with the ACM frame. It is evident
from Eqs. (A7) —(A10) that our transversity amplitudes
S,L, U, N (S,I, U, N) de.fined in Eq. (2.18) correspond to
spin "up" ("down") along the Basel normal.

As the consequence of parity conservation, the
transversity amplitudes (A9) and (A10) do not distinguish
between dimeson helicity states A, =+1. In the transversi-
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To~,o) = Tol, oj =O~ To),o(
= To[, ,ol =O .(o) — (o) — (1) — (I) (Al 1)

The production of dimeson states with helicity X=O is
forbidden by parity conservation when the initial and
final nucleons have the same transversities.

It is also possible to define mixed amplitudes

ty frame, the production of dimeson states with helicities
k=+1 depends only on the transversities of the initial
and final nucleons. Parity conservation also requires that

2
(P'+it, o+

—F-it,o+»(1) (1)

(F+lt, o+ F—lt, o+ )
(1) (1)

2
(F+ t t, o+ +F—

& t,o+ )
(1) (&)

1=
~—(++ i t, o+ ++—

& t, o+) )
(1) (&)

(A15)

(A16)

3 4' 1 $ ~ 74A4 A3A3yklA2
A 4

(A12)

(o) — (o)S IFog o+~ S Fo) o+ (A13)

L = iFog o+
(1) (I)I =Fo&,o+ (A14)

with only the recoil nucleon in transversity states. In this
convention we then also have the following relations ' for
the amplitudes (5.18):

In our opinion, the nucleon trans versity amplitudes
(A7) —(A10) used in this paper are more suitable for phys-
ical interpretation of results of measurements on trans-
versely polarized targets.

We note that in our earlier papers ' ' ' we
worked with ACM helicity amplitudes which we rotated
to BLS frame before applying the Kotanski rotation (A4).
In this case the +z axis in the transversity frame is oppo-
site to the normal and so is the direction labeled as spin
c cup
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